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LEXICAL NOTES ON LUKE-ACTS
III. LUKE'S INTEREST IN LODGING
HENRY J. CADBURY
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE

HE object of this paper is to call attention to a minor
personal interest of the third evangelist and to its possible
bearing on the understanding of a few obscure words in his
writings. Study of the individuality of the authors of Scripture
is not popular in modern criticism. Between Quellenkritik on
one hand and religionsgeschichtliche and formgeschichtliche
emphasis upon social and environmental influences on the
other hand, the distinctive personality of the author as a factor
in the origin of Biblical writings tends to be overlooked.
Certainly it is not easy to distinguish between the traits of
the editor and the traits of his material-the subject before
us will illustrate the .difficulty- but the general character of
an author's interest has some value for the interpretation of
specific passages.
Luke's interest in lodging is most obvious in the second
half of Acts and has already been noticed by others. 1 When
Paul is journeying up to Jerusalem for the last time we read
(21 16): "There went with us also certain of the disciples from
Caesarea bringing one Mnason of Cyprus, an early disciple,
with whom we should lodge." 2 This is altogether enigmatic.

T

t A. von Harnack, Die Apostelgeschichte, 1908, p. 95 note [Eng.
Trans., 1909, p. 109 note]. I may refer to my discussion of this and
cognate interests of Luke in a forthcoming book on The Making of
Luke-Acts, Chapter XVII.
2 tl:yovr<S 7rap' <8 ~.p.,y!Jwp.•v Mvduwvl TIV! Kv7rplcp apxalcp p.aiJ'IJrfi·
The paraphrase of Codex Bezae places llt[nason's hospitality at a certain village
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Its only point appears to be to indicate Paul's host. As Blass
says: a ex more scriptoris indicandum erat ubi pernoctavissent." 3
Just before, at Caesarea, we have a similar notice (21 8 f.):
"Entering into the house of Philip the evangelist, who was one
of the seven, we abode with him. Now this man had four
virgin daughters, who prophesied." Though we may conjecture
why Luke mentions these persons, whether as his sources for
the past history or as predictors of the future, the fact remains
that we hear nothing further of them than that they were
Paul's hosts and hostesses.
Paul's lodging at Rome is mentioned probably more than
once (28 16, 23, 30, see below). Here of course there is an
additional interest in his comparative liberty and privacy.
Other references to his hosts occur elsewhere. At Damascus
we have a full address given (9 11):
Saul of Tarsus,
Care of Judas,
Straight St.,
Damascus,
just as a little later we have Peter's address (10 5 f.): 4
Simon surnamed Peter,
Care of Simon the Tanner,
Whose house is by the sea,
Joppa.
In these two cases the details are intended in part to
(between Caesarea and Jerusalem) but is not less enigmatic. As restored
from collations made before it was mutilated (see J. H. Ropes, Harvard
Theological Review, xvi, 1923, pp. 162-168;· R. P. Casey, ibid., pp. 392
-394 and xix, 1926, pp. 213-214), it read oriroL ll€ 1i'Ya"'fOV i}p.ils 'ITpOS o!)s
~evuriJwp.ev. Ka! 'ITapayev6p.evoL efs TLPa KW/1.'1)" t'Yev6p.e1Ja 'ITap!J. Na<Twv£ rwL KV'ITplrp
p.a1J'1Jrfi cipxa£rp. With this d and the "Western" margin of the Harclean

Syriac is almost identical (Th. Zahn, Forschungen zur Geschichte des
neutestamentlichen Kanons, Part IX, 1916, pp. 372 f.; J. H. Ropes, The
Beginnings of Christianity, vol. III, pp. 204 f.). W. M. Ramsay, The
Expositor, March, 1895, pp. 213 ff., regards this as a correct gloss though
not the original.
a Fr. Blass, Acta apostolorum, editio philologica, 1895, p. 227.
4 Commentators ancient and modern find further significance in this
address. The "tanner" is thought to be added to distinguish him from
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show how explicitly directions are conveyed in supernatural
visions, so as to give the most definite guidance. But they
are again references to hosts who take no further part in the
narrative. This can hardly be said of Aquila and Priscilla,
Paul's hosts at Corinth. They were important in their own
right in the Christian church, as both Acts and the epistles
indicate, yet their first introduction in Acts is not as Christian
leaders but as hosts of Paul (18 2 f.): "He came unto them
and because he was of the same trade he abode with them
and they wrought; for by their trade they were tent-makers."
We have at Corinth also mention of another house: " The
house of a certain man named Titus Justus, one that worshipped God, whose house was next door to the synagogue"
(18 7). Perhaps this was not where Paul lived, but where he
taught, like the lecture-hall of Tyrannns in Ephesus. Other
hosts to Paul and his companions are however named, viz., at
Philippi, Lydia, a purple-seller from Thyatira (16 14f.); at Malta
Publius the p1·imus of the island (28 7); at Thessalonica Jason
(17 5-9). 5

Additional instances less striking occur elsewhere in Acts.
We may with Harnack note "the upper room where they
were staying in Jerusalem (1 13); the upper room in Lydda
(9 37, 39); the house of Mary the mother of Mark in Jerusalem
(12 12) [where not merely the hostess but even the maid Rhoda
is known by name]; the house of the jailor in Philippi (16 34);
Simon Peter, or to show that Peter condescended to the most humble
of lodgings without squeamishness or "respect of persons." A location
sur mer was chosen for business reasons both by the tanner who
did much washing of hides, and, according to Harnack, also by the
homonymous fisherman: "If Peter enters into a house on the seashore and stays there a long time (f}plpas l«aPcls, 9 43), we may perhaps
assume that his trade of fisherman influenced him. He was no tanner."
(Op. cit., p. 79 [Eng. Trans., p. 85] note.)
5 Of course Luke is not unique in his interest in hospitality. Paul
himself and the last chapter of Romans alone provide sufficient evidence
of the part it played in Christian thought. See E. von Dobschiitz, Die
urchristliche Gemeinde, 1902 [Eng. Trans., 1904], passim; A. von Harnack,
Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Ohristentums4, 1924 [Eng. Trans. 2,
1908], Book II, Chap. IV, § 10.
21
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the upper room in Troas where 'we' were gathered (20 s); the
lecture hall of Tyrannus in Ephesus (19 9)." 6
Harnack notes that some of these passages are in the "we"
sections, some are not, and finds therein an argument against
regarding this detail as due to a source. He continues: "How
do the supporters of the we-source hypothesis stand in the
face of a situation like this? Of these passages, six stand in
the we-sections, nine in the remaining parts of the book. It
must be assumed, I suppose, that the author of the whole was
interested in 'houses' and had the fortune to meet with the
account of an eye- witness who was likewise interested in
'houses'!!"
In answer to Harnack's ironical rejection of a source I
think it is possible to show that this trait in Luke is not incompatible with his use of a source. In the first place the
references to lodging may be sometimes derived from a source;
in the second place they may be introduced by the evangelist
in rewriting a source. For evidence of each of these we turn
to the third gospel. It is in the main dependent on written
sources, yet it also contains many allusions· if not to the
houses in which Jesus lodged at least to various forms of
hospitality. He is pictured often under the Pharisees' roof. He
is entertained by Simon the Pharisee and also by Zacchaeus
the publican and by Mary and Martha in their homes. Jesus
on several of these occasions discusses hospitality. The parable
of Dives and Lazarus seems to turn about the question of
inhospitality, while in another parable the shrewd business
manager is chiefly concerned that when he is discharged he
should have friends who would receive him into their houses
6 Harnack, loc. cit. ante note 1. The sug·gestion is obvious that the
same habit of mind has led the author to give some names of places
as well as of persons simply because they marked the overnight stops
of journeys. In other histories the <Ira.fJp.o£ were wont thus to be marked
(Herodian, ii, 15, 6). Travellers before sailing would lodge at seaports
like Seleucia near Antioch (13 4), Attalia near Perga (14 25), Neapolis
near Philippi (16 11), Cenchreae near Corinth (18 1s). Travellers going
overland by the via Egnatia from Philippi to Thessalonica would at
least lodge at both Amphipolis and Apollonia (17 1).
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(16 4, cf. 9). These passages are not in the other gospels. On
the other hand, the humble declaration of the centurion (7 6)
that he was not worthy to entertain Jesus is verbatim the same
in Matthew (8 s) and is therefore due to a common source and
not to Luke himselfr The same is true of the striking saying
(9 58): "The foxes have holes and the birds of the air have
nests, but the Son of man has not where to lay his head." 7 It
was doubtless congenial to Luke, but it comes straight from
his source.
In accord with this interest in lodging is Luke's emphasis
on spending the night in the open. It has been conjectured from
his references to cities that the author's viewpoint is rather
urban and with this would agree the impression which Jesus'
open-air experiences made upon him. He it is who says that
before his death at Jerusalem Jesus spent his nights at the
mount of Olives (21 37). 8 The other evangelists say Bethany.
The retirement to the mount of Olives was customary (22 39)
and there he prayed. So too it is Luke who repeatedly refers
to Jesus' prayer in the open. He says· in one passage (6 12) that
it lasted all night. Luke alone of the evangelists clearly makes
the transfiguration scene· (9 28-37) an all night experience in
the open. Note the references to prayer, to sleep and waking~
to the next day.
I had long .been aware of this general interest before I
noticed two other striking changes which Luke makes in Mark.
At the story of the Gadarene demoniac Mark (5 3) describes
him as one who had his abode in the tombs. Luke (8 27) says
7 Matt. 8 20 verbatim. The "association of ideas" determining the·
introduction of this saying at this point in Luke may be due either to.
the evangelist or to his source. The cue is probably "lodging," for·
Luke. 9 51-56 is the account of the rebuff by a village of the Samaritans
whither Jesus had sent messengers "to prepare for him."
s The equivalence of "mountain" to "desert" which was discussed in.
an earlier one of these notes (JOURNAL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE, xliv,.
1925, pp. 221ff.) should be recalled wherever Luke mentions the Mount
of Olives or Jesus' prayer on a mountain. The verb used here is 7JVl\l!ero,
which means properly "lodge in the open" but sometimes merely "lodge."
For the agreement of Matt. 2117 7Jvl\lG"IJ'l'J see B. H. Streeter, The Four
Gospels, 1924, p. 301.
21*
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he "abode not in a house, but in the tombs." Here is Harnack's
word "house" added. 9 Again before the feeding of the five
thousand, since evening had come on, Mark (fi 36) represents
Jesus' disciples as saying to him: "Send them away in order
that going into the fields and villages round about they may
buy for themselves something to eat." In like manner
Matthew (14 t5); Luke (9 12) copies but makes one addition:
"Send away the multitude in order that going into the villages
and fields round about they may put ttp for the night and find
provisions." 10
I proceed now to call attention to two other cases where
Luke's interest in spending the night in the open seems to me
to lurk and to throw light on long-standing obscurities.
Ol)\lrt.At~O!-irt.t

In Acts 1 sf. we read of the risen Jesus that "appearing to
the apostles by the space of forty days, and speaking the things
concerning the kingdom of God, 11 and o-uval\t~6,uevo~, he charged
them not to depart from Jerusalem," etc. Now o-vvaA.t~6,uevo)'
is an ancient crux interpretum. Some scribes evidently found
difficulty with it and the. modern discussion, whose beginnings
include such names as Calvin and Erasmus, Theodore Beza and
Sebastian Oastellio, has come down to our own time and country
in a series of articles by American scholars. 12 The debate,
9 Ka! lv ol«lq, o~K gp.evev dXX' ev ro'is p.v~p.Mt. Of course Luke is only
making explicit in this negative clause what Mark implies in his ri}v
KarolKrJo-tv erxev ev ro'is p.v~p.runv, just as by the preceding negative, ovK
eveo{Hraro !p.dmov Luke prepares, as Mark does not, for the reference to
the patient when cured as clothed (/p.ano-p.evov) as well as in his right
mind,
to tva KaraMo-wo-tv Ka! e~pwaw l'll'urtrto-p.6v. This is not the only time that
Harnack declares improbable in the "we" passages, if a source is used,
precisely what is probable in the gospel of Luke, where Mark is being
used. See The Beginnings of Christianity, Vol. II, 1922, pp. 164 ff.
u It is uncertain whether a new sentence begins at this point; also
where the description of the gospel ends, and where the ascension scene
proper begins.
n Theodore D. Woolsey, Bibliotheca Sacra, xxxix, 1882, pp. 593-618;
W. H. P. Hatch, J ouaNAL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE, xxx, 1911, pp. 123-128;
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which I do not wish to enter, has been between awaA.l~w in
the sense of "eat with" and o-waA.l~o,uat in the sense of "gather"
(transitive or intransitive). For each of these meanings weighty
arguments can be given and yet each has to meet strong objections. I cont~nt myself with a brief summary, referring the
reader to the articles mentioned for fuller discussion.
(1) o-waA.l~o,uat in the sense of "eat with" must be derived
like the simple verb aA.l~o,uat (Matt. 5 13, Mark 9 49) from the
root ~A.a~, "salt." The Vulgate (convescens) and other versions
presuppose this force. The emphasis on salt as a symbol of
fellowship can be illustrated from Greek as well as Oriental
sources. Torrey believes that this "somewhat unusual word is
the (exact) rendering of the Aramaic n~~l:l~, this ithpa'al meaning primarily 'eat salt in company with,' and then simply 'have
(table-) companionship with.' " 13 For the introduction of the
idea of eating in connection with Jesus' resurrection appearances
Luke 24 30, 40-43 and Acts 10 41 form quite sufficient parallels,
and that too from this very author.
The objection raised against taking o-waA.t~O,tt€VOS' in this
sense is the simple fact that such a verb is, as far as we know,
quite late and rare. No. other compound of aA.l~w, "to make
salty," is known, and one would not suppose that if compounded
with o-6v it would form a deponent verb meaning "to eat with."
A new denominative verb formation from the very rare o-6vaA.osis perhaps possible. Whatever its origin, such a verb is of quite
doubtful existence. The cases cited in support of it are really
ambiguous. Thus the Hexaplaric alius at Psalm 140 (141) 4
reads o-vvaA.to-ew. If it were translating the present Massoretic
text its version would mean the same as Symmachus' o-v,u¢a'Yot,ut;
but if it understood -its Hebrew text as the LXX did, which
rendered it o-vvootao-w (="join with"), this instance of o-vvaA.l~w
C. R. Bowen, Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, xiii, 1912,
pp. 247-259. See also beside discussions in lexica, commentaries, and
older observationes, .A. Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fU!r wissenschaftliche Theologie, xxxviii, 1895, p. 74; F. Field, Notes on the Translation of the
New Testament, 1899, pp. 110 f.; C. R. Bowen, The Resurrection in tlze
New Testament, 1911, pp. 374--378.
13 C. C. Torrey, The Ccmposition and Date of Acts, 1916, pp. 23 f.
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must be included under another meaning. The cases of this
verb in the pseudonymous Mane tho and the Clementines 14 require the idea of association of some sort but not necessarily
table companionship.
The context of the verb in Acts is not altogether favorable
to "eating with." If the eating has evidential value it would
have occurred more naturally a little earlier in the paragraph,
where proofs of the resurrection are named: 7rap~(J'T1J(J'€J/ eauTov

e" ' ' ,

"\ '\ "

,

~ J '
~
p.eTa' TO' 7ra €lJ/ auTOV €J/ 7r'Ot~I\.Ol~ T€Kif.YJptOt~, Ol
Yjp.epwv
T€(J'(J'epaKovTa o7rTavop.evo~ aJToi~. If it is to be conneqted with
r~

~WVTa

what precedes it comes in somewhat lamely. 15 If it goes closely
with the following 7rap~"f'YetA.ev, the present participle would
mean he spoke while eating, which is a little curious in itself
and is not really paralleled in Luke 24 42 f. or Acts 10 41 f.
though the same 7rap~"f'YetA.ev occurs in the latter passage.
(2) The only alternative interpretation proposed in the past
has been to derive the form somehow from (J'uvaA.l~w, "to gather."
This transitive verb is used Oike the simple aA.l~w) repeatedly
and for a long span of the history of Greek both of collecting
things and of gathering persons. The passive is used of persons
or things that are collected or of a substance that "collects." 16
While therefore the verb has an undoubted existence in this
sense its application in this passage is grammatically difficult
and its sponsors do not agree on its use. Those who take it
as a deponent, transitively "gathering (them)," or intransitively
"foregathering (with them)," cannot adduce any instance of such,
usage. Those who take it as a passive are embarrassed both by
14 [Manetho], Apotelesmatica, v. 339: 'll"fjp.a. Xv-ypii? -ya.p.erfi (fUPa.X<!op.evop
Ka.K6rJOes (of a bad wife); [Clement], Hom. 13 4: a.tlro<s (fVVa.X<!6p.eiJa. (= Recogn.
7 29: cum eis cibum sumimus); idem, Ep. ad Jae. 15: f.voup.evo<, (fuva.1~<s6p.evo<,

~(fvxd.!ovres,
15 See Field, Zoe. cit.: "Of the Fathers it is observable that they always join Ka.! (fuva.)us6p.evos with the preceding verse, sometimes even inserting it after o'li"Ta.v6p.evos.
16 For the fullest list of occurrences [see H. Stephanus, Thesaurus
linguae Graeeae, s. v. For the last type see the instances from Hippocrates in W. K. Hobart, The Medical Language of St. Luke, 1882, p. 182,
and from Aetius, De placit. phil., in H. Diels, Doxog1·aphi Graeci, 1879,
pp. 369, 409.
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the present tense and by the singular number. The former they
must explain either as a frequentative or as merely the equivalent for the aorist. The parallels adduced for the singular
number are few and not very satisfactory. One feels that, like
a8pol~w or a-uva8pol~w, the verb demands either a plural or a
collective subject, and, if used of an individual, at least a dative
expressing the persons with whom the subject is associated. 17
(3) Instead of the choice of evils which the dilemma of these
two alternatives represents I wish to propose another meaning,
viz., "to live with," in the sense of spending the night together
in the open. I would regard O"VvaA.t~o,uevoS' as derived from
avA.l~o.«at and merely another spelling for O"UVaVAL~O,U€110S'. I say
another spelling rather than a textual error, for the form in
-au- is not attested by any early MSS.; and though the scribes
and fathers who changed to -au- were, I believe, correctly understanding the passage, an original spelling in -a- seems to me to
be attested by other variants and by the consistent effort of the
versions somehow to :find a root for the verb in aA.-. 18
Such a variation of spelling is altogether likely. Modern
study of contemporary documents shows the frequent orthographic exchange of a for au. The commonest instances are in
the pronoun auTOS' which yields such forms as a7"1JS', a'TWII, e,uaT.,
O"a7"., ea,-, 19 The testimony of Cronert and Mayser suggests that
17 The addition of "with them" (D d Aug etc.) is natural for any
meaning of the verb.
ts The textual evidence for this reading or for this understanding
ought not to be underrated. uvvavx.?;otJ-EPos is found in several minuscules
including 614 important for its "Western'' readings and was apparently
read here by Eusebius and Epiphanius. The Latin evidence is not unanimous for convescens, which was read by the Vulgate and has determined Roman Catholic interpretation. In d we find simul convivens cum
eis, and Aug perp gig e and some Vulgate codices employ conversor.
This may imply a reading fTWUVAtlOfJ-EIJOS or may mean that (TVIJ(I.AtlOfJ-EPOS was
(correctly) understood as merely an orthographic variant for the same verb.
19 I refer the reader to W. Cronert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis,
1903, pp. 126 ff.; J. H. Moulton, Classical Review, xv, 1901, pp. 33, 434;
ibid. xviii, 1904, p. 107; Expositor, May 1904, p. 363; Grammar of
N. T. Greek, Vol. I, 1906, p. 47, Vol. II, 1919, p. 87; E. Mayser, Grammatik
der griechischen Papyri, Vol. I, 1906, p.114; H. St. J. Thackeray, Grammar
of the 0. T. in Greek, Vol. I, p. 79. Among the more interesting early
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this spelling increased in Egyptian papyri near the beginning of
the Christian era. 20 The phenomenon occurs in other words
especially near another dipthong in u. .Augustus is found repeatedly in the papyri (as in low Latin) with initial .A for Auand so also in Luke 2 1 N C* .L\. There are spellings like a7!'oA.ao6G"as. ava7!'aOtJ.€VOS',

Of the particular verbs which form the subject of this note
(whether simplex or in composition), the non-literary sources so
far as indexed apparently provide no example in either spelling.
That a writer of the first century or an early copyist should
have written G"uvaA.t~otJ.evor; intending to convey the thought and
meaning of G"vvavA.t~otJ.evor; is natural enough. From a later
period we have definite evidence of precisely this exchange in
MSS. of various writers. For several of the instances of G"vvaA.l~otJ.al that are adduced in the older discussions of .Acts 1 4
as well as in that passage itself the spelling with a dipthong is
a textual variant. 21 It is hard in such cases to be sure which
occurrences I may quote B G U 713, 42 Kparlov (= KA.avolov); B G U 1079
Kal uv (JA.bre uarov cbro roJP 'Iovaalwv; P Loud 1912, 94 (letter of Claudius to
the Alexandrians) cl?roA.dovrar; P Oxy 1242, 32 (a later Jewish-Gentile controversy) fur' cl.rovr.
2o In Bulletin de correspondance hellenique, xxv, 1901, p. 357, M. Laurent
remarks on the frequency of these forms in the second half of the first
Christian century, but Moulton in the last form of his Prolegomena (Einleitung in die Sprache des neuen Testaments, 1911, p. 70) was inclined to
deny such contractions for the New Testament autographs except 2 Peter
(119, 2 14).
21 See note 18. At the two instances from the Olementines cited in
note 14 the Parisian codex spells with a, the Roman codex with av. The
one extant codex of Manetho reads at the passage cited uvvavA.cuiNv. (edit.
Axtius and Rigler, 1832, p. 111). In the version of Psalm 140 4 cited above
Origen seems to have read uvvavA.wiJw. Conflict between MSS or between
diplomatic evidence and conjecture is further illustrated for the compound
with uvv at Hippocrates, De natira ossium, 298 (edit. E. Littre, 1839-1861,
Vol, IX, p. 102); Xenophon, Anab. vii, 3, 48; Hell. i, 1, 30; Oyrop. i, 2, 15;
Lucian, Luct. 7; Philops. 12; Plutarch, De placit. philos. iv, 19 (902D);
Iamblichus, Vita Pythag. 12 (edit. L. Kuster, 1707, p. 44 see note);
Eunapius (edit. J. F. Boissonade, 1822, pp. 277, 474). For the simple verb
compare Ignatius, Magn. 10, 2 aA.lulh]re (v. l. avA.luOrrre) ev XpcurtP; Aretaeus,
Sign. Morb. Acut. ii, 2, 8 avA.tuOev (of blood that collects, cf. above note 16;
conj. Petitns aA.cuOev); Athenaeus ii, 40 f{Xlt'ovro (codd. (rJ)vA.lt'ovro). Confusion
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spelling is the original. In many passages the context would
permit either meaning. To eat with, to live with, and, if the
grammar permits, to be gathered with, would often make equally
good sense. The editors of texts have been aware of the equivalence of these two spellings and have freely selected whichever one seemed to them most appropriate. Of a-uvav/l..l~otJ.at
Liddell and Scott say explicitly "it is a frequent v.l. for a-ulla/l..l~otJ.m." Probably the reverse is equally true.
The verb a-wau/l..l~otJ.at is no stranger to the Greek language.
Sophocles' Lexicon calls it "classical" and notes instances in
LXX Prov. 22 24 and in Babrius 106. It is an obvious
derivative of av/l..l~otJ.at and beside its sense of lodging comes
to mean fellowship in general. To give its force to a-vllaXttofJ.€110'!: in .Acts 1 4 supplies a simple, grammatical and natural
meaning. It is not necessary to reject the originality of the
best attested spelling, but to suppose that the translators and
early commentators had the same spelling before them that we
do and attempted, as was their wont, to render it etymologically. They perhaps knew that the form could not be grammatically construed from a-wa/l..l~w, "to gather," and they also
knew that it was not the right orthography from a-wau/l..l~otJ.at,
"to live with." They were compelled then to appeal to a rare
word from the root "salt" and perhaps even to invent such
a word. Understood as a-wav/l..t~OfJ.€110'!: the participle has no
grammatical difficulties. It,s tense, voice and number are
entirely suitable, and the absence of any following dative is unobjectionable. If anyone should argue against this meaning, as
Zahn does against the spelling a-wau/l..t~6tJ.ello'l, that it emphasizes
in an incomprehensible way an insignificant minor circumstance, 22 our reply would be that curious personal interests of
authors often are responsible for just such insignificant details,
in this case an interest in lodging.
Such a solution would escape the intrinsic difficulties of
in spelling would lead to confusion of meaning and perhaps to actual
exchange of meanings in both directions. The confusion occurs in the
passive forms. Active forms of (uvP)a"1-.!!w on the other hand are not
often misspelled.
22 Th. Zahn, Kommentar zum N. T., Vol. V, 1919, p. 25 n. 38.
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each of the two usual rival interpretations, and would remove
{)ther difficulties found in the passage as a whole. After his
resurrection as before his death (Luke 21 37 1J~Al~eTo) Jesus
is represented as living in the open near Jerusalem with his
disciples. A few verses later we are told definitely that they
were at the mount of Olives. This has seemed to modern
scholars rather abrupt. Commentators have assumed that the
:first verses belong to Jerusalem proper and to the same meal
there as is recorded in Luke 24 40 ff., while later the scene
suddenly changes. 23 But if cruvaAt~o,uevo~ means "living with
them in the open," then the reader is already aware that in
spite of the command not to depart from Jerusalem the company is not actually in Jerusalem but bivouacking in the neighborhood. And Luke, as in some other passages, does not
definitely mention the place of the gathering until the close of
the section.
It may be further suggested that cruvaAt~o,uevoS', if now we
may associate it with the :final ascension, implies that Luke
thought of that event as taking place at night. This is in
itself quite likely. If the ascension was originally recorded in
Luke, though the text is doubtful, it was there thought of as
coming after an evening meal. Luke has other such events at
night,-angel visions to the shepherds near Bethlehem, and to
Paul, or the transfiguration (see above) at which last as here
we have an overshadowing cloud and heavenly visitants. Even
of the "day" of the Lord's coming, of which Luke says here it
23

I quote as a typical expression of this difficulty M. Goguel, Intra·

duction au N. T., Vol. III, 1922, pp. 172 f.: "Le recit de I' ascension
(1, 4-12) manque d'unite: il commence au cours d'un repas pendant
lequel .Jesus recommande a ses disciples de ne pas quitter .Jerusalem
avant d'avoir regu I'effusion de l'Esprit. L 'inter&t est concentre sur
l'entretien de .Jesus avec ses disciples; puis, sans que cela soit d'ailleurs
nettement indique, le lieu de la scene change. A partir du verset 6 on
est en plein air, sur la Montagne des Oliviers (cf. 1, 12). La dualite
de tradition indiquee par ce changement de lieu est confirmee par
l'allure du verset 6 qui parait le commencement d'un recit. Le redacteur
a done, dans l'episode de !'ascension, combine ou trouve deja combinees
deux traditions qui plagaient le dernier entretien de .Jesus avec ses
disciples, la premiere au cours d'un repas, la seconde en plein air."
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will be in like manner, he can employ the words (Luke 17
"on that night."

34)

cp(h\11)

At the other end of Jesus' career Luke also has I believe
a characteristic reference to the open air. His birth stories
refer plainly to the shepherds as bivouacking (a"fpavi\.ouv'Te~)
and keeping watch over their flock by night and more obscurely
he says (2 7) of Jesus' birth that Mary avJKi\.tvev aV'TOV ev
r~> •
~ ' ovK
• 1JV
"' av'Tot~
• " 7'071'0~
'
• 7'f[J~ Ka'Tai\.Vf!.a7't.
'
The ora·1nary
ya7'VfJ,
ow'Tt
ev
reader of the gospels little suspects the uncertainty in this
passage. There was a surprising amount of discussion about
it in the older commentaries and modern ones are not quite
agreed. 24
¢a7'V1J is usually translated "manger" and it often has just
that meaning. It is the eating place of cattle, a crib or a
trough probably on the ground (Lucian, Gall. 29). The proverbial dog is said to be ev TV ¢a7'Vfi (Lucian, Tim. 14, .Adv.
Ind. 30), but a horse or an OX is said to be e71't ¢aTV1J~ (LXX
Job 6 5; 39 9), or e71't ¢aTvat~ (LXX Joell11; Hab. 3' 17), or
loosed a7!'o 7'~~ ¢a7'v1J~ (Luke 13 15).
There is however some evidence that the word can be used
Df a "feeding pen" or "stall." The Latin praesepe(-ium) has
both meanings and the Hebrew equivalents at some of the
LXX occurrences have apparently the force of a gathering
place for cattle. Pollux i. 184 associates it with i71'71'WV and
hr71'orr7'acnr; and rr7'a8f!.o~. Typical of the views of many older
scholars is the statement of Schleusner (Lexicon inN. T., s. v.)
that "it was used specially of the courtyard of the house
where the owner's cattle stood, which is called in Latin also
stabulum, and was enclosed not by walls and a roof as is
customary with us but by a fence made of wooden hurdles.
Of this area, or place open and under the sky, the word
2& Beside the discussions in the commentaries and lexica there are
three old monographs listed in J. 0. Wolf, Ourae philologicae et criticae,
1739, pp. 581 f. Another is included in J. A. Ernesti, Opuscula theologica 2, 1792, pp. 595 ff. A characteristic article by Paul Haupt on
"The Crib of Christ" appeared in the Monist, January, 1920.
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¢aTIIrJ in the passage Luke 2 7 apparently must be understood."
A decision between these meanings is not easy and for the
present purpose is unnecessary since in either case the open
air rather than a building is intended. Here then is another
scene of this writer's, set sub divo and at night. The following
clause, usually translated "because there was no room for
them in the inn," confirms this general understanding but unfortunately does not help us resolve our uncertainty as to the
exact force of ¢aTIIrJ since KaTail.vp.a also is not quite specific.
We would expect it to give the contrast to ¢aTIIrJ and so it
does since it surely means some place of human shelter; but
it is a more general word than 7ra11Joxe'io11 (Luke 10 34). It
may mean a guest room rather than a whole building. 25 Since
¢aTIIrJ should be read at its first occurrence without an article
there is no reason to suppose that it was connected with the
KaTail.vp.a, as though the inn had a courtyard or stable (so
generally), or as though the room which served as the parents'
apartment was at other times a stall having a manger (Zahn).
Against the latter view is the plural auTOl~, so that we can
hardly explain the passage to mean that in his parents' KaTa1\.vp.a there was no place to put the baby except a manger.
Rather we are meant to suppose that the whole family was
excluded from the shelter that was to be expected. They took
refuge either in an enclosure for cattle or at a cattle-trough,
and on the ground in the enclosure or in the trough the newborn infant was laid. Spitta warns against reading into the
narrative the explanation that the census had overcrowded the
town and its quarters for visitors, or that Joseph was too poor
to secure better accommodations. 26 He thinks that the under25

Luke 22 11 from Mark 14 14. Polybius ii. 36 shows that it was
used in the plural of rooms in the same house and not necessarily the
house of another person. For occurrences in the papyri see Fr. Preisigke, Worterbuch, Vol. I, col. 758. The ambiguity of the English
"room" makes that word sound over-definite as a translation of r67ros,
just as another case of ambiguity in English forbids our translating
¢rirPTJ here "crib."
26 Fr. Spitta, Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenscliaft, vii,
1906, pp. 298 f.
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lying motif is that Jesus should be born in pastoral surroundings. Luke was probably ignorant of the early Christian
tradition that placed Jesus' birth in a cave, though the latter
was early and easily combined with Luke's version. 27
While therefore some things in Luke's account do not seem
entirely clear to us, this much at least is probable, that ¢aTII1'J
is a place in the open and that the clause which follows
emphasizes the absence of shelter. That clause corresponds
to Luke's two additions to Mark mentioned above: it says
negatively what ¢aTII1'J says positively just as ev oltdq. 01k ~!J-€11EII
does for ell TOW p..lli]p.,ar:rtll (8 27), and of course lcaTaA.up.,a carries
the same thought as the verb tcaTaA.J(j'ro(J'w (9 12).
~sv(a

and !J-tcr6 rn1-1a

At the other extremity of Luke-Acts occurs, as has been
already mentioned, repeated reference to Paul's lodging at
Rome. The first instance (28 16) raises no lexical difficulty:

·

'

~n'''
e7reTpa7t'1J Tip
aut~ip p.,e11ew 1ca

e··eauTOII' (J'VII
' Tip~r~-.,,

't'Vt~a(J'(J'OIITt

''
avTOII

(J'TpaTLWTfJ. But in each of the other passages nouns occur
which, if used as commonly supposed of a place of abode, are
almost if not quite unparalleled. Either we must give each of
these nouns its more regular meaning and then omit these passages from the list of examples of Luke's interest in lodging,
27 This tradition occurs as early as Jus tin J'IIartyr, Dial. 78. It was
supported by Isaiah 33 16 LXX, if not actually derived from it. Compare
the use in early Christian literature and art of Isaiah 1 s: lfypc.J • • •
5Pos rl}v <f>dTII'YJP roO twplov aoroO. The birth in a cave may be paralleled
from pagan myths (Wettstein) or may belong to the motif of a foundling discovered by shepherds (H. Gressmann, Das Weihnachts-Evangelium,
1914, pp. 18 f.). It could be reconciled with Luke's account of the
¢rlrii'YJ, the parents' presence, the city, and the crowd, by being moved
into Bethlehem and by appeal to the fact that in the East caves are
sometimes used as stables for cattle.
Present Palestinian customs further suggest, as my friend Professor
Elihu Grant of Haverford kindly informs me, that the container for
cattle feed, in case that is what ¢drwq means, would be a flat object
like a pan or a tray or a mat on the ground or even a natural hard
surface, not a raised manger. Likewise the adult peasants, who sleep
themselves on the floor or ground, can hardly be imagined putting a
child in an elevated place.
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or else we must suppose that precisely that interest has led the
author to use concretely of a room or apartment at Rome two
words of rather different and less tangible meaning.
~ ~evla (Acts 28 23) usually means hospitality. The neuter
~~vta with which it is often confused means the gifts
plural
of a host to a guest such as are mentioned at verse 10 of this
chapter. The phrase KaA.e'iv (7rapatcaA.eiv) e7rl Tnv ~evlav is an
idiomatic expression meaning to invite to one's table, 28 and in
other connections ~evla, if not used in the more abstract sense
of the friendship between host and guest, means the entertainment in the form of food provided for visitors. It is natural to
give this meaning to Philemon 22 eTolp..a~~ p..ot ~evlav, and in the
t •
~· auTcp
' ~ 'I'Jp..epav
• '
~,e av 1rpo~
'
present passage t o ren der Tac,ap..evot
oe
ijA
avTOV el~ T~V ~evlav 7rAelove~ "[the Jews of RomeJ having fixed
a date with him came to him in larger numbers to the reception
which he tendered them.'' Such a statement would be as congenial to Luk:e as a reference to Paul's lodging, as he has also an
interest in table hospitality. 29 But not having been accustomed

Ta

28 On the frequent variants l1rl r&. ~evux, l1rl rfi ~evlq, see Achilles Tatius,
edit. Fr. Jacobs, 1821, p. 760 note; J. La Roche, Wiener Studien, xxi,
· 1899, pp. 27 f. But instances either with eis instead of l1rl or with the
verb gpxop.a.< as in Acts are not common. For the latter see Pindar,
Nem. 10, 49; for the former P Oxy 747, 1 (ii;iii A. n., an invitation to a
banquet, not cited in Moulton and Milligan Vocabulary) «aXe! <Te ••• els

rl]v ~evlav eai/Tov.
29 Compare with this passage the statement in Luke 5 39 (contrast
the wording of the parallels) that Levi the publican held a great reception for Jesus (l7rol'l}<1<v ooxiJv p.e"(ci.Xrw). Beside such idiomatic expressions
for hospitality in Acts as 1rape!xav oo ri]v rvxo0<1av <{nXa.viJpw?rlctv and ava.oe~ci.p.evos , , • <{nXo<{>povws e~ev<<1<P (28 2 and 7), two passages may he mentioned
where such a meaning is a curiosity lexically possible:
Field (op. cit. p. 118) mentions the suggestion of one T. Harmer who
maintained that the words of Peter to Aeneas (9 34) <Trpw<1ov <Tea.vrcp were
a recommendation that the patient give a feast on the occasion of his
recovery and prepare his house for the reception of the company. .
With more plausibility my colleague Professor Lake suggests that the
somewhat peculiarly phrased statement about Saul and Barnabas in Antioch (11 26) E"/fP€TO oe ctOTOV$ lvtcwrbv I!Aov <TVPctxiJf)va< ep TV EKKA'I}O'lq, means that
they were the guests of the church for a whole year. Just such a use of
<Tvvd'Yw is certainly found in Matt. 25 so, 43 and elsewhere (H. A. A. Kennedy,
Sources of New Testament Greek, 1895, p. 128).
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to the idea we find it difficult to think of Paul the prisoner as
playing the host to a group of local Jews and supplying them
with refreshments as ~e11la implies.
The other course, adopted by the majority of commentators,
is to define ~e11la as a guest-room whether of some friend of
Paul's or of some place of public entertainment,-as Ka,-aA.u,ua,.
KaTa'}'W'}'toll according to the J?yzantine lexica. But the context
in .Acts, unlike that in Philemon, offers no suggestion as to
who Paul's host might have been, and the use of ~e11la of temporary living quarters in the Sense of ~€110011 Or Ka7'aAU,Ua Whether
public or private is apparently not well attested at least at so
early a date. 30
More unique would be the employment of ,ula-Bro,ua (v. so)
in the sense of hired house or apartment. Not even the old
ao ~evwv (along with KrJ.Ta'!l.vfi-rJ.) is well illustrated in the inscription of
the .Jerusalem synagogue of Theodotus recently discovered: Tov ~evwvrJ. KrJ.!
Ta OWfJ.rJ.TfJ. KrJ.! Ta 'X.P'f/IJ'T~P'" TWP uMTwv; els KrJ.Ta"Avp.r:e TOtS XP~SOVIJ'W dm\ T~S ~·~s.

From such passages as this and the synoptic passages where it is later
specified as an dva-yrJ.wv it is evident that KrJ.Tal\vp." is a more general word ..
~evoooxeZav is a frequent substitute for ~evwv in Hellenistic as in Modern
Greek. The instances from the papyri convinced Moulton and Milligan
(Vocabulary, p. 4B3 a = Expositor, March 1910, p. 286) that in Acts ~evla.
means hospitality rather than a place of lodging. ·Even the examples
they give for the latter meaning seem to me doubtful. Unquestionable
instances of ~evla. as a place of' abode occur in [Clem.] Hom. viii, 2, xiv, 1
bis, and as a "cell" in Palladius, HisfJ. Laus. (edit. by .J. A. Robinson,
Texts and Studies, Vol. VI, No.2, 1904, pp. 74, 7; 136, 16). See C. DuF •.
DuCange, Glossarium ad scriptores mediae et infimae Graecitatis, 1688,
col. 1014.
The features of non-literary Greek are sometimes revealed more clearly
than through other sources by the loan words of Rabbinic Aramaic. That
language, beside transliterating 1mvoaxeZav, the word for "inn" in Luke·
10 34, uses commonly for the place where strangers lodge N:~tl?!:t (KrJ.Ta"1\vp.rJ., khan, Herberge, logis. See Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar z1tm N. T.
aus Talmud und Midrasch, Vol. II, 1924, p. llB). The instances cited of
its occurrence (.J. Levy, Nenhebraisches Wiirterbuch, s. v. S. Krauss,.
Griechische und lateinische Lehnwiirter, Vol. II, 1899, pp. 48 f., or Talmudische Arckaologie, Vol. II, 1911, pp. 327 f., 97S f.) begin perhaps as
early as the early second century with Sifre Num. Unless this is a new
Aramaic formation from ~evos or its root, it is a direct transliteration
from ~evlrJ. and constitutes the best support for giving that word the·
meaning usually assigned to it in Acts 28 23.
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lexica give such a definition and no parallel has yet been quoted
with assurance. 31 Possibly then flJ~fJ.f!Vfll J€ Jwrlav 8A.1]ll ev lJlcp
fJ.LrrewtJ.a-rt means that Paul supported himself "on his own
earnings." 32 Where else did Ephrem Syrus find evidence that
at Rome Paul labored with his hands? tJ.lrrerotJ.a means money
paid, and though it probably comes to the same thing in the
end, it may refer here to what was paid to Paul as wages for
his work rather than to what was paid by Paul for food and
lodging.
31 Fr. Preisigke, Wiirterbuch, gives no instance at all of p.!(f()wp.a from
the papyri though they use p.Crr!Jwrns frequently of the act of payment including the payment of rent for a house, room or other real estate.
Wettstein ad loc. cited from Philo the phrase ev p.tcriJwp.an olt<elv
without giving any reference. There is evidently some mistake, as
Lightfoot, Philippians, 1868, p. 9 note suspected. Dr. Hans Leisegang
kindly informs me that his index (in course of publication) to the
Cohn-Wendland edition of the works of Philo Alexandrinus will show
that there is no such phrase in that writer.
32 J. R. Harris, Four Lectures on the Western Text of the N. T., 1894,
pp. 50 f. Harris actually renders the lemma of Ephrem's text of Acts
from Armenian into English as "at his own expense." Compare
F. C. Conybeare, Beginnings of C'hristianity, Vol. III, p. 453 note.

